
 

  APARTMENT LUNA DECO

 

  Dirección:  Calle Luna, 12

  Descripción:   

The apartment is located on the 1st floor, it is a building

without elevator, like most of the area. It has been

refurnished recently and it has all the facilities. It´s

distributed in a living room with two balconies leading to the

street Madera Baja and american kitchen, bedroom with

dressing room and a complete bathroom with shower.

Its capacity is for four people, including the double sofa-bed

in the living room.

The living room has a sofa bed, dining table with 4 chairs, 42

"TV.

The bedroom has two 90 single beds, two bedside tables, a

dressing room with wardrobe and a 26 "TV.

The american kitchen, recently remodeled with new

electrical appliances, ceramic hob, oven, sink, washing

machine, microwave and refrigerator.

The bathroom has a shower and toilet.

The house has free Wifi, TV, bedding, towels, hair dryer,

iron, heating, air conditioning in the lounge area and the

bedroom; the bathroom and kitchen are fully equipped. The

kitchen has glassware, crockery, cutlery, coffee maker,

toaster etc. In case you need a special accessory (baby crib)
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do not hesitate to request it, we have added services with

specialized companies to cover all your needs.

We do not have parking, but in the surroundings of the

apartment you can find several public parkings.

In our prices are always included the expenses generated by

the consumption of electricity, hot and cold water, heating,

air conditioning, if is any, as well as the Internet connection.

Area and communications

Our apartment is located in the heart of Madrid, besides

Gran Via and Plaza de España, two of the touristic

references of the city. It has many theatres, restaurants, bars

and leisure areas.

Taking a little walk, you can go across Gran Via street,

visiting all the commercial offer of international brands that it

provides. You can also visit Puerta del Sol, Plaza Mayor y

Plaza de Cibeles.

The central position of the area makes it possible to get to

know the city center either walking or by public transport.

Taking a walk and reaching Palacio Real and Catedral de la

Almudena can be one of the best options.

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

  Tipo listado:  casa para alquilar

  Precio:  85 Euros

  Propiedad:  apartamento

  Tipo apartamento:  Un dormitorio

  Fecha de expiración:  0000-00-00
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